
Unit I - Processes of Scienf i{ic Inquiry
PASS Cbiectives: P3.1, p3.2, p3.S" FS.i

RrviEw 3
Experiment
Juanita built a balsa wood glider with a 1 m wingspan. The glider does not fly as far as she
would like, so she needs to make some changes. There are many different changes she could
make. She could shorten the wings, add weight along some part of the body, or lengthen the tail,
and so on. How can she keep track of which changes make her glider fly better and which
do not?

Juanita is faced with a situation in which a systematic investigation can be very helpful.
Scientists use systematic investigations to answer questions about their work. This review will
take Juanita (and you) through a way of thinking and acting that scientists use to test their ideas.
You will learn how scientific progress is made through the use of hypotheses, experiments, and
interpretations of experimental results.

Systemotic invesfigotions
Juanita may not rcalize it, but she is thinking like a scientist. She has a research question, or
question that she wants to explore: o'How can I get my glider to fly farther?" She has a
hypothesis, or testable idea: "Changing one or more parts of my gtiO"r will get it to fly farther.,,
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Fmally, she knows thet sb has to tcst om6 yrrfrble, m changeable factoa at a time- Changing
three variables at on€ (wingspan, weigh! and tail length, for example) would make it
impossible to figure out how each one affects the glider's flight. Maybe putting more weight
near the nose would make the glider fly farther, but changing the wings and tail would shorten
its flight. If she changes all three variables at once, she cannot determine which changes
improve her glider and which changes make it worse.

I f yo,, were Juanita, what would you test first? Why?
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1_ Imagine that Juanita shortened the wings, added weight to the nose, and lengthened the tail
of her glider all at the same time. When she threw the glider, it went farther than before.
Does this mean that shortening the wings makes the glider go farther? Why or why not?

Any systematic investigation has three types of variables. The independent variable is the
single quality that a scientist will change with each trial. The dependent variable is the quality
that may or may not be affected when the independent variable changes. A fair test changes just
one independent variable at a time, to see how the change affects the dependent variable.
Ideally, only one independent variable should be tested at a time.

1 VnV might it be difficult to test just one independent variable at a time? Use the example
of Juanita and her glider in your answer.
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The controlled variables are all of the other factors that Juanita win try to keep exactly the same

with each trial. Many factors can affect a glider's flight-the strength of the throw' the direction

and speed of the winds, and so on. When juanita does her trials, she must try to keep such factors

as similar as possible. otherwise, she will not be sure whether the changes to the independent

variable are causing her results, or whether other, outside factors are causing her results. Because

contrdled variabres should be kept the same from trial to trial, scientists call them constants'

Juanita's study also needs a control group-a set of observations in which no variables are

changed. By comparing the control group results with the experimental results' Juanita can

figrrr! out how her changes are affecting the glider's flight'
I

t-, Juanita already has a control group. (You read about it earlier.) What is it?

Juanita chooses an independent variable to test. She will change the weight along the body of

the glider. She will put a25 gram (g) clip at one spot a1o18 the bottom and throw the glider'

Then she will move the clip to a differerrt rpot on the body and throw the glider again'

' Juanita's hypothesis (her testable idea) is now more focused' Restate it'

What is Juanita's dependent variable?

What is Juanita's independent variable?

Juanita has a plan. She will place the clip 1 cm from the nose of the glider, write down where

she put it, throw the glider, measure tne nignt distance, and record the result in a chart' She will

then move the clip to 2 cmfrom the nose, write down where she put it' throw the glider'

measure the flight distance, and record the result in her chart' She will repeat these steps eight

more times, moving the clip 1 cm farther back from the nose each time' Each time Juanita

follows these steps, she performs a trial in her experiment'
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Review 3: Experimenf
eA,6,$.Obi*tive$

Why is it important that Juanita write down the location of the clip and the result each
Lime?

Juanita is ready to conduct her experiment. She goes to her school's gym, where wind is not a
factor. She performs 10 trials, being careful to throw the glider with the same force each time.
After 10 trials, she reaches the following conclusion: Placin g the 25 g clip a distance of 4 cm
behind the glider's nose makes it fly the farthest. Does this one good result mean that her
investigation is done? Not quite. A good result is encouraging, but scientists need many good
results before they can be sure that their findings are meaningful. In other words, good results
need to be repeatable, and Juanita does not yet know whether hers are. Maybe she threw the
glider a little harder than normal on that particular throw. Or, maybe the glider caught a mild
wind current from the school's air vents. Or, maybe the change to the glider really did make a
difference. These are all different interpretations of the data, and they are all potentially correct.
Without repeated testing, it is impossible to be sure which interpretation is the most correct.

Juanita's new hypoth"rir lr, "Placing a 25 gclip at 4 cm behind the nose makes my glider
fly farther than it would if it lacked the clip." Describe a set of trials that can test this idea.

Repetition of experiments also.helps explain slight differences in measurements. Suppose that .

Juanita asks her best frien4 Charelle. to run the same tests on the glider. After running rhe tnals,
Charelle's conclusion is a little different. She finds that putting the clip 6 cm behind the nose
makes the glider fly best. Is Charelle's tinding significant? Juanita needs to be open to this
possibility. The only way to be sure is for Juanita and Charelle to examine their procedures and,
if necessary, run the investigation again.

Only after an investigation gives the same results over and over, performed by different
scientists in different laboratories, are the results seen as scientifically valid. Because of the
importance of repetition, the procedures of a systematic investigation must be accurately
recorded. Effective communication skills with oral and written language (including
mathematical symbols, graphs, charts, and diagrams) are important to scientists. Such records
allow other scientists to repeat the investigation. Repeated investigations provide a strong
foundation for scientific claims and a way to reject false ones.
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Science sofety
Juanita's experiment may not hare seemed too dangerous, but experienced scientists practice

general safety rules rvhenever they are in the scientific laboratory, no matter how safe an

experiment seems (except Dr. Frankenstein, and we all know what became of him). During even'
investigation, no matter how simple it may seem, you should follow the safety standards listed in
the following table. Doing so will help make your lab experience much more fun and educational.
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General Science Safety Rules

*L1liiiliiffi

Read all directions thoroughly before starting a laboratory procedure. Ask your
teacher for help if you do not understand the directions.
Perform only authorized activities.
Never eat or drink while in the laboratory.
Wash your hands, clean up your work space, and return all equipment
to its proper storage area before leaving the laboratory.

$lr,lrtii$dl

Wear safety goggles when you are working with chemicals or burners, or whenever your
teacher advises you to wear them. /teacner aovrses you to wear Inem. /
Wear a lab apron or coat when working with chemicals or heated substances. h
Tie back long hair when working with laboratory equipment. /
Don't wear loose clothing or hanging jewelry (such as dangling earrings or +7
long necklaces). 

I /, /
tt:tt:::::'' 

7/
lnspect all cords lor damage. Keep all electrical equipment away from water. / 7
Never pull the electrical cord. Take an electrical plug out of its socket by the plug. /

. Be aware that some substances are harmless when cold, but dangerous when heated.

. While heating containers, be sure to point their mouths away from yourself
and classmates.

. Heat liquids only in open containers.

Dispose of chemicals only in the manner outlined by your teacher. Do
not return unused chemicals to their originalcontainers.

Report all accidents to your teacher immediately.
Never use water to extinguish an electricalfire.
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Why is it important to never return chemicals used in an experiment to their original

containers?

Keys fo Keep
fu Scientists use systemotic investigotions to onswer questions obout the world'

€= the design of o systemotic investigotion is os importont os the invesiigotion itself.

€= A hypothesis is tested using on experiment'

fu Experiments contoin independent ond dependent voriobles.

€= Experiments musl hove oppropriote controls'
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:i"1Hr:"J'"""':t;JrH:1ff;:".:ffiierimentar procedure. you wil rhen ret a crassmare

Design an experiment to determine thc effect that the temperature of water has on the water,s
abiliry to dissolve sugar. There ur" diff"r"n, 

"*;l;;nir'rnu, can test trri, pi"noo'enon, so rhe
experimenr that you design -igti utoifferent tianrlui.rur.,nates,experimenrs.
As you design your experiment, imagine that you have the fo'owing equipment:. one 2s}_mLbeaker

' a source of cold water, room-temperature water, and hot water. a large supply ofgranulated sugar. a balance (digital or mechanical)
. a thermometer

. a stopwatch

. a small scoop

. a stirring rod 
I

Step 1: write a hypothesis that your experiment will tesr.

Step 2: Identify what the independent variabre wilr be. This is the variable that you contror, and
that you think w'l 

"uur" 
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dependenr variable.
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step 3: Identify what the dependent variable will be. This is the variable that you think may

change in response io changes in the independent variable.

step 4: Identify at least three variables to contror. These are quarities or quantities that will need

to be kept constant throughout your experiment'

Step 5: Describe a method you can use to be certain that you put the same mass of sugar into

the water each time. .

Step 6: Suggest uses for ' . '

the thermometer:

the stoPwatch:

the stirring rod:
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Step 7: Use your answefs from Steps 1 through 6 to write youf expefimental procedure' Be as

clear and detailed as possible with the steps of your procedure' numbering them where

necessafy. Also describe how you will record the data that you get'
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Review 3: Experimenf
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Whqt Does lt Meqn?
Directions: Exchange your workbook with a classmate. In your classmate's workbook, read

everything that he/she wrote in the "Explore It Yourself' section. Then respond to the following

questions. Write your name here, so that your classmate will remember who wrote in his/her

book and can ask you questions later.

J,lame of student evaluating procedure:

l. Was your classmate's experimental design different than yours in any way? If so, explain

how.

2. Can your classmate's hypothesis be tested by a scientific procedure? If not, explain why

not.

If your classmate's hypothesis is testable, do you feel that experiment will actually test that

hypothesis? That is, do you think the experiment could provide results that will lead your

classmate to either accept or reject the hypothesis?
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Unit I - Processes of Scienf ific Inquiry

{iffte11!.11i

4. When a scientist designs an experiment, he or she must make instructions that are clear

enough so that any other scientist can perform the experiment.

Identify two places where your classmate's instructions were especially clear.

Give your classmate one suggestion for improving his or her experimental procedure.

I

5. A1l experiments have safety hazards. Identify one safety hazard in this experiment. Then,

describe one way in which the experimenter can reduce the risk from this hazard.
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OCCT Prqcfice

t
Amy wants to see how the amount
of water in a pot affects the time
that it takes for the water to reach
a boiling point. She uses the same

pot to boil 100, 200,400,800, and
1,600 milliliters (mL) of water.
Between each trial, she lets the Pot
and the burner cool down to their
initial temperatures.

How many independent variables is
Amy testing in her experiment?

A1
B' 

,
C5
D6

,-
Which of the following statements
is a hypothesis?

A There arc 25 students in the room.

B Dogs prefer real bones over fake

ones.

C My pen is red.

D Two plus two equals four.

c

:

3: OCCI Procfice

Lewis wants to know whether a

new type of shoe will improve a

basketball player's performance.
He finds 18 basketball players who
started using the new shoes this
season. He asks each player
whether his game has improved
over last year's.

What error has Lewis made in his

investigation?

A Lewis has not clearly stated his

research question.

B The sample size is much too

smal1.

C There is no control group for the

study.

D Lewis is obviously biased in favor
of the new shoe.

Which of the following safetY

procedures must always be
practiced in the laboratory?

A Never eat or drink in the
laboratory.

B Heat liquids only in open

containers.

C Never touch, taste, or smell

unknown chemicals.

D A11 of the above procedures must

always be practiced.
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Jack wants to figure out if the scissor-tailed flycatcher (the state bird of
Oklahoma) prefers certain types of bird houses over others. He forms a hypothesis
that says flycatchers prefer large houses to small ones. He sets up bird houses in
his backyard to test his hypothesis. The following picture shows his setup.

One month after he sets up his birdhouses, he finds flycatchers in bird houses C
and D, suggesting his hypothesis that flycatchers prefer large houses is supported.
The results of the experiment may be flawed. What variable was not taken into
consideration in the experimental design?

A time of day

B height of each bird house

C presence ofa dog

D There is no flaw in experimental design.

Unit I - Processes of Scienf ific lnquiry
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